PRODUCT ALERT
BENTLEY INTRODUCES LIGHT PLAY COLLECTION BY
ROBERT A.M. STERN
Collection Inspired by the Play of Light and Shadow Features Two Styles

LOS ANGELES, Calif. (October 2014) – Bentley, California’s leading commercial
carpet manufacturer, has debuted Light Play, a collection designed by legendary
architect Robert A.M. Stern. Light Play is a coordinated collection of Bentley carpet
tile, as well as textiles by C.F. Stinson, designed specifically for contract interior
applications requiring compelling design and high performance.

Featuring two styles, SoHo Dawn™ and Melrose Dusk™, the collection is inspired
by the play of light and shadow on architectural elements: light glinting off
balusters, shining through window blinds, and streaming through grilles; the
chiaroscuro effect of light washing across architectural moldings; and sunlight
striping a textured surface. It cohesively carries forward RAMSA's modern
traditional approach to furnishings informed by architecture.
Designers can specify integrated patterns for fabric and carpet conceived with a
shared design sensibility, compatible colorways, a commitment to environmental
responsibility, and performance that meets the demands of challenging institutional
settings.
SoHo Dawn and Melrose Dusk, are produced using branded Antron® Legacy™
type 6,6 nylon fiber. These styles are available in 24”x24” on Bentley’s time-tested
NexStep® Cushion Tile and AFIRMA™ Hardback Tile backings. Melrose Dusk is
also available in 18”x36”.
Light Play products are Cradle to Cradle, NSF® 140, and CRI Green Label Plus
certified. The collection is proudly produced in the industry’s only LEED®-EBOM
Gold-certified manufacturing facility.
About Bentley
Defining style, color, quality, and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc.
manufactures and markets award-winning broadloom, carpet tile, and area rug
products for all commercial interiors across the globe. Bentley is recognized for
leadership in product design, style, and customer service. Bentley is committed to
sustainable commerce, and, as the largest commercial carpet manufacturer in
California, the company operates in a LEED®-EBOM Gold carpet mill. For more
information, contact Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at bentleymills.com.
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